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Significance

Discussion

• About 1.5 million Americans have systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). 80%
are diagnosed between ages 15-45, and 90% are women.
• In a nationwide poll by the Lupus Foundation of America, 39% have only heard
the word lupus and know nothing of the disease, and 22% state they have never
even heard the word lupus. Patients are often ignorant of SLE when diagnosed.
• A study of lupus patients reports a majority of respondents cited emotional
problems and lifestyle changes associated with the disease as the most difficult
factor of coping with lupus.

• Writing this book gave me deeper understanding of SLE patient similarities and differences.
SLE patient experiences vary widely, but there are many shared feelings and experiences that
unite them.
• I hope to increase the number of survey respondents by making the patient survey available
online. An online version of the survey will allow easier completion by a generation of women
more comfortable with the keyboard than the pen, reach a wider geographic audience, and greatly
reduce costs.
• My ultimate goal is to create a complete book for patients with SLE that is informative,
entertaining, and available on the day of diagnosis. This will provide newly diagnosed patients
with real and useful information at a difficult and confusing time.

Book & Survey
• There is little practical, immediately useful information for newly diagnosed
SLE patients.
• Most patient-centered literature emphasizes medical facts, implying that patients are
powerless information seekers.
• I created a book to encourage self-respect and highlight a patient’s role as information
seeker and SLE expert. The book covers medical information, an optimistic
perspective for common situations faced by SLE patients, and ready-to-use pearls of
wisdom from experienced to newly diagnosed SLE patients.
• To obtain the pearls of wisdom, Arizona rheumatologists distributed a 14-page survey
to patients ≥ 5 years from diagnosis.
• Survey respondents indicated that the survey’s open ended design allowed cathartic
narrative sharing and empowered them as experts and guides for newly diagnosed
patients.
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Intro Excerpt
There was a time in my life when I felt so weighted down, so
encumbered by this disease. I think back to the nights I spent
poring over my lab results, looking up every word and number,
trying to make sense of them, and feeling so desperate and out of
control. I feel as though it is a different person I am remembering,
and I want to cry for her sometimes. I want to cry for the
uncertainty she feels, the fear, the suffocating sense of
helplessness.
So I decided to become a doctor. My intention is to learn the
medicine behind disease processes and combine it with my
knowledge of being a patient, so that I can better care for others.
And with this intention I embarked on this project to collect
information from the entire medical community, those who, through
their studies, are experts in the medical aspects of lupus as well as
those who, through their circumstances, are experts in living with
the disease.
Consider this your Lonely Planet guidebook to lupus -- the trip on
which you somehow found yourself even though you don't
remember buying a ticket. I have compiled tips, advice, and pearls
of wisdom from those who have long lived with their diagnosis of
lupus. I call them my “Panel of Experts.” They have had time to
navigate this diagnosis and learn their own way of handling its
peculiarities. Wisdom ranges from practical and upfront advice on
how to best conquer a 24-hour urine test, to the emotional aspects
of dealing with family and friends. Along the way, I shift from
patient to doctor-in-training in order to include answers to some of
the many medical questions that presented themselves on my
voyage. Additionally, there are personal anecdotes, not just to
amuse you through my own comedic mishaps, but more important,
to remind you that you are not alone in this. You will have your
own path and will learn your own ways no doubt, but my hope is
that some of the bumps ahead will prove that much smoother with
the wisdom of others who know your struggle along for the ride.

Chapter One Intro & Anecdote Excerpt

Chapter 1 Expert Advice and Doctor in Training Excerpt

Lupus introduces a lot of new demands into your life. My
mother once described a chronic illness as a full-time job for
which you do not get paid. One such demand is the constant
barrage of fluid collections. Blood, urine, it feels like anything
doctors can get their hands on, they’ll collect from you.
These tests can be mildly uncomfortable, but more so, they
take your time and energy, two things that are usually not in
abundant supply when you are first diagnosed with a life
altering disease. One such test is the 24-hour urine
collection. Over the years, I’ve grown to both despise its
unwieldiness and respect the power of its results.

The instructions are tricky. The first morning start time
is actually the first urine you flush down the toilet. You
start collecting your second urine of the day and
continue collecting all the way up until your first urine of
the second day.

Why mini-fridges aren’t just for dorm rooms, buckets aren’t
just for mops, and how a lunch cooler can make a handsome
urine carrying case:
Because my collection containers were so small, I made it a
point to use the restroom at the slightest urge for fear that if I
saved it up, my cup may runneth over. My sister stood
outside the stalls of nearly every restroom on campus as I
maneuvered myself behind the door, sitting, squatting, willing
myself to pee in a straight line.
Alas, 24 hours passed, the collection was over, and I was
back to peeing directly into the toilet. Imagine that. I turned in
the specimen, and they tested it for what? I had no idea at
the time. I assumed the results were good, as I heard nothing
about them again. This was early on in the disease process.
I was overwhelmed. I assumed that whoever was taking care
of me was also taking care to know what tests I needed, why,
and what all of the results indicated. There seemed to be no
sense in me doubling up on someone else’s job. Quite
frankly, I was just happy to pee sitting down again.

Plan to do this on a day off unless you enjoy carrying
around the urine container.
Keep a mini-fridge (or a bucket filled with ice in a pinch)
in your bathroom. It beats walking to the fridge every
time you have to pee, especially if you get up in the
middle of the night.
Ask the lab technician for a “hat” to collect your urine. It
fits snugly in your toilet so you urinate into it and then
transfer the urine into the large jug. It beats trying to aim
into a tiny cup.
Doctor-In-Training:
Here’s where you may be asking yourself: “What does my
doctor want with all of that urine anyway?” Elevated
protein in your urine is a good indicator that your
kidneys are sick. The kidneys’ job is to filter the blood,
let the toxins out into the urine, and keep the good stuff
(like protein) in the body. Sometimes with lupus,
immune complexes deposit in the kidney. There, they
create inflammation and the kidneys’ filtration system is
not as effective; therefore, larger particles, such as
protein, leak into the urine. By checking for this leaked
protein, your physician knows if your kidneys are doing
their job.

